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PHILIP NOYED
WWW.PHILIPNOYED.COM

"Technological change in the last decade has propelled my 
art forward in many ways. Photographs mounted to acrylic 
and made into mobiles. LED lights illuminating my images 
as 3D acrylic sculptures. New materials like the dichroic film 
I used on "Arising: Flying Rainbow Colors" and rainbow vinyl 
film I used for installations at the MSP airport. Creating 
paintings in 3D (when viewed through chromatic glasses)—
using Virtual Reality (VR) to bring people in the 3D painting 
as a 20'D x 15'H Virtual Reality (VR) light installation and 
using light as an architectural element by building with clear 
acrylic tubes and LED lights to create Rainbow Pyramids 
as immersive art experiences and using mirrors to allow 
people to be in the art. Improvements in the photo and 
video editing software to easily amplify and transform into 
new art. Computer-driven routers to cut acrylic to exact 
specifications. The science of light and color effects on the 
brain to reduce stress and activate the brain in positive 
ways. The expanding knowledge of the power of art to heal."

By Viviana Puello

ArtTour International is proud to announce the artist 
of the year 2022 and the modalities of the award 
presentation. Philip Noyed will receive the award at 

the ArtTour International Magazine's ATIM Masters Awards in 
June 2022 in New York.

ArtTour International Magazine (ATIM) Masters Awards will 
host over sixty master artists from all 
over the world to receive and celebrate 
their awards. In addition to the artist of 
the Year award, Phillip Noyed will also 
be honored as one of ATIM's Top 60 
Master Artists of the Year 2022. 

Phillip Noyed's nomination for this 
award is well-deserved, as he has 
earned his place in the art world as 
an innovative multimedia artist. The 
Minneapolis-based artist is best known 
for his luminous geometric illumination 
photographs, LED installations, videos, 3D and VR creations, 
and mixed-media installations. Noyed's art pieces feature 
the use of creative technology through which he has 
revolutionized how people view art today.
His recognition in the art world can be attributed to the level 

of detail that goes into his creations. Critics, audiences, and 
art community members have described his works as visually 
captivating. Rightfully, the fusion of geometric elements and 
lighting is often present in the mesmerizing results his finished 
works showcase.

Philip uses light, color, and sound to create immersive, 
transformational art experiences. His art represents the 
quintessential contemporary art movement using innovative 

technologies that change the way art is 
experienced today.

Color, light, and sound are all harmonic 
frequencies that affect people 
emotionally and physiologically. Philip 
uses these ideas to create healing art 
accessible to people of all ages and 
backgrounds.

Philip's most recent creation NEO ART 
SPACE is a wow-inspiring immersive 

Virtual Reality (VR) art experience. Traveling through space and 
time, you emerge in a new universe as an explorer of planets, 
stars, galaxies, and dazzling moving colorful light art. You 
explore over thirty experiences orchestrated with gorgeous 
music to help you move from everyday 3D experience to a 
transcendent 5D consciousness.  

You can create your own experience via teleporting wherever 
you want to go on pathways through glowing light caves, into 
planets, through vibrantly alive forests, inside zinging energy 
fields, or out into a space observatory to see an eclipse. 
The array of experiences and the levels you can go to are as 
boundless as the universe you are in. You can even create your 
very own interactive geometric art.

Sharing the experience with others only amplifies its effect. 
You can meet family and friends inside and experience the 
sense of awe and wonder in the Neo Art Space VR together, 
making unforgettable memories as unique as the environment 
you are in.  

ArtTour International presents: 
The Artist of the year Award to Philip Noyed

https://www.arttourinternational.com/
https://www.arttourinternational.com/
http://www.philipnoyed.com/
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Philip and his team are actively developing the Neo Art Space 
VR experience for a release in a few months. You can follow 
the progress and enjoy magical images, animated graphics, 
and videos at NeoArtSpace.com, https://www.instagram.
com/neo_art_space/.  

For over 15 years, ArtTour International has been committed 
to shedding the spotlight on artists and exposing them to the 
eyes of art lovers and collectors globally. So we're proud to 
present our artist of the year 2022 and honor his innovative 
work. 

ArtTour International operates on the philosophy of using 
art to raise human consciousness and global awareness of 
important societal topics. And over the next few years, we will 
continue being the torch holder and leading voice for artists 
globally.

“Heart of the Sunrise and Rainbow Colors Arising” “Leap of Joy”

“Geometric Illumination Installation”

“Aurora Borealis and Star of the North”“Inflection Point”

“Kinetic Color Orb - Neo Art Space VR”

“Green Diamond Cave - Neo Art Space VR”“Rainbow Sculpture Cave - Neo Art Space VR”

“Aurora Space View - Neo Art Space VR”

https://www.arttourinternational.com/
https://www.arttourinternational.com/
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The RAINBOW PYRAMID light experience goes through the seven colors of the 
Rainbow/Chakras while music plays that corresponds to each of the frequencies of 
the chakras – from the base of red to the apex of the purple crown chakra. Thus, 
the sacred geometric dynamics of the pyramid, combined with color and sound, 
help elevate the viewer's frequencies while bringing a sense of joy, peace, and being 
attuned.

“Rainbow Pyramid”

https://www.arttourinternational.com/
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